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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
EXHIBITIONS 

+THE HOLLOWS 4-DAY BASEMENT SALE 
AT CHINATOWN SOUP, LOWER EAST SIDE  
OPENING PARTY: FRIDAY NOV 25,  
THROUGH NOV 28  16B ORCHARD ST, NY, NY 

WORKS FROM OUR BASEMENT!  
EXPERIMENTS, 
WORKS-IN-PROGRESS,  
WORKS LEFT BEHIND...

CLEAR OUR BASEMENT AS IT TURNS INTO SOUND LAB WITH OUR NEW 5 FLOOR STUDIO STRUCTURE AT THE 
HOLLOWS TOWNHOUSE IN WILLIAMSBURG  

ORIGINAL WORKS AND PRINTS BY  
Kiichiro Adachi, Brian Batt, Jake Brush, Leo Castañeda, Jaynie Crimmins, Marisol Escobar, Ryan Frank, Genco Gülan, 
Pırıl Gündüz, Shani Ha, Jakob Hentze, Robert Hickerson, Matthew Keff, Anastasios Kleidonopoulos, Christina 
Massey, Natalie Neal, Belén Perez, Lina Puerta, Samantha Robinson, Ariel Ruvinksy, Tomie Seo, Dakota Sica, 
Umman Turkoglu, Alona Weiss, Talita Zaragoza and more 

+METANOESIS 
NOV 23, 2016 - JAN 29, 2017 
OPENING RECEPTION: WED NOVEMBER 23, 2016,  7-9PM 
From darkness within about darkness outthere.  
With the initiation of its new studio structure, The Hollows is dedicating the 
facades and stairwells of the 5-floor building to gallery space for Metanoesis. 

Noesis: understanding solely through the intellect. 
"In crude summary, Aristotle distinguishes between noesis, as instantaneous 
intuition of truth and dianoia, as progressive critical reasoning." 

In an attempt to mark making of various scales about Being and Spirituality, 
Metanoesis exhibits systems of materials that are emblematic of their artists' 
inferences after their experiences of noetic moments, visual and physically-
manifested equations that emphasize a wide range of concepts important to 
their artists, translating their revelations into morphisms for the viewers to follow. 
They are procedural art works whose functions do not always necessarily treat 
variables from the visitors as inputs but do require them to invest a spatial and 
time-based involvement for the systems to reveal their outcomes, for arguments 
that renew and achieve themselves in every iteration. They are firstly 
mechanisms of coping with the unknown that always appears to have the first 
move.  
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Exibition Plan 
Ground Floor: Pantheistic 
First Floor: Timeless 
Second Floor: Religious 
Third Floor: Astrology/Cosmology 
Telephone Booth: Futuristic 

Curated by Piril Gunduz Curatorial Assistants: Yangxingyue Wang, Isabella Kapur 

Matthew Keff’s live animation installation Starry Eyed Dreamer, an indoor artificial sky, weaves an absurd daydream in floating smiling 
stars and swirling streamers, under which visitors could sit and lie. Bridging past and present, physical and spiritual, Julia Lee L 
Hong’s doodle in pencil Prism registers her secular embodiment of St. Francis’s suffering—bleeding in her new shoes from skin 
peeling and her underwear from menstruation; while her textual piece Here, in the Sun’s Air invites visitors into the room of love where 
ancient myths are repeatedly intoned. Tomie Seo’s Faceless Mask, attempting to break people's stereotypical impression of Muslims, 
achieves a perfect tautology. Ariel Ruvinsky highlights the way esoteric symbolism has become contemporized using materials from 
two disparate landscapes—the natural and the electrical. The reflexive and meditative actions of tearing and folding in Sierra Ortega's 
performance Lotus’ for Korihor transform the textual into the visual and manifests the artist's new sense of self-enlightenment through 
her culminating pond of Lotus blossoms. Piril Gunduz’s sculptural installations Greenpoint May 13 and Mouintin’ are of contrasting 
materials, for the former, she uses pinkish silicons of body molds, presented stretched to a point where they become flat and for the 
latter, hardware—metal screws, washers and bolts in which the system is built imperfectly, with a lot of manoeuvre.  

In The Hollows Telephone Booth: Nuclear Semiotics 
For a curatorial intervention, curators ask the question of how to create a repellent visual language that survives a 
million years to be installed at nuclear waste sites, assuming current languages will be obsolete by then, based on 
contemporary and historical signs. Which ones welcome us and which do not? 

IN CURATOR’S ROOM: Pisces Gemini 
Double bilateral tension, pulling out in all four directions. For a kinetic statis, when astrology and calculations has been 
done in favor of the one by the stars and your mother. PG - 4 = MG 
On view on the opening night or by appointment.  

+AUDACIOUS INSOLENCE  
 FEB 23 - APRIL 30, 2017 
Rework a living master’s art historical piece in its original medium. This exhibition looks at 
chronospecifity in thought.

In The Hollows Telephone Booth: 
For a curatorial intervention, curators rework Sophie Calle’s work The Address Book (1983) 

IN CURATOR’S ROOM: ECON888 
In conjunction with Insolence Audacious in which artists are reworking art historical pieces by contemporary masters 
who are alive, curator Piril Gunduz attempts to rework three economics texts by Adam Smith, John Maynard Keynes 
and Karl Marx in a female, naive and technological perspective in guidance by more contemporary economical texts. 
On view on the opening night or by appointment. 

Edward Ruscha, Standard Station, 1966 



PROGRAMMING 

Overdeterminations: Artist & Curator Conversation Series 
MONDAYS, PM-9PM 

Socratic method in Platonic form. Slam, associations, equations, breaks, jumps.  Artists moderate their choice of curators 
and theorists from the perspective of their microscopic takes on art history.  Small round table with 4 seats, 2 to be filled 
by visitors.  Limited capacity please rsvp at hello@hollows.info with dates as subject line  

Nov 14   Poet Chris Carr in conversation with Leanne Stella, Curator of Art in Flux 
Harlem:  
“Invisible” A discussion and examination of race, fine art, ethno-centricism, and technology. 
Black people are American, yet we are segregated and treated as if our art, our history, our 
culture is not inextricably linked to America or is somehow foreign and treated as such.  Why? 
 

Nov 21    Installation artist Caitlin Masley in conversation with Greg Lindquist, artist and 
editor for The Brooklyn Rail and Jennifer McGregor, Senior curator at Wave Hill: 
“On Earthworks and Land Intervention” Public artworks in relationship to architecture and 
the 60’s to present public works of art 

 

NEW: LATE NIGHT: GENESES 
SUNDAYS 9PM-6AM 
Performance of the artist on the path to the Work. Join the musicians, writers, artists during the genesis of their current works. For 
Late Night:Geneses, we turn the main gallery of The Hollows into the artist studio, with their furniture from desks to beds, and objects 
peculiar to their creation. Witness their unique methods of working and ways of composing, thinking, studying, rehearsing.  

November 20: Performing artist Kelly Garone 
The studio will be open from the start of her movement and sound-based warm-up, and will remain open 
as she plays with the elements present in the room on that particular evening, from the spatial to the 
human and energetic.   Anything can happen; an installation work, a dance ritual, or perhaps even an 
opportunity for viewers to participate.  Come and be part of the terrain! 

Kelly Garone is a Brooklyn-based performing artist, originally trained as a dancer, now re-writing what 
dance means to her.  She was most recently seen in the Bessie Award-winning immersive theater show 
Then She Fell, and is currently in process incubating her own work.   

November 27: Painter Kerry Lessard 
Kerry Lessard will be turning the studio wall space into an expanded diagram of her research of various 
crimes in her hometown of Manchester, New Hampshire. Collaging these letters, federal documents and 
photos will then give way to the making of drawings and paintings which will eventually be incorporated 
into the installation.  

Kerry Lessard’s work is concerned with the politics of viewing violence. Her father’s research from his 
career as a homicide detective is used as source material. The paintings and drawings she makes are 
snapshots of seemingly anodyne scenes but are depictions of people and places affected by crime.

mailto:hello@hollows.info


December 4:  Multi-instrumentalist and Artist Nico Turner 
As a contributor to the rise of experimental music in Los Angeles, multi-instrumentalist, Nico 
Turner, first became known in the underground music scene with her band VOICEsVOICEs 
and has played with such notable musicians as Brightblack Morning Light, Prefuse 73, 
Vincent Gallo, and most recently Cat Power. Her music is an atmospheric, seductive, 
unconventional and ambient experience. It is used to break away from familiar forms, to defy 
what's been taught, and to challenge what is readily known. The result is hauntingly beautiful 
soundscapes. Expect your subconscious to be electroshocked by this unique talent. 
 

 

THE HOLLOWS FILMHOUSE 
SATURDAYS 2-8PM 
Week 1: Filmmakers screen their favorites. Serves as briefing, study, brainstorming, thinking out loud

Week 2: Auditions open to public and The Hollows residents

Week 3: Shooting -  Open to public on Sat

Week 4: Screening


 

NOVEMBER: TOMIE SEO - RENAISSANCE 2016 
5 chapters: Birth, Glows, Chaos, Death and Rebirth. In this movie with surrealist aesthetics, the characters 
of the film wear KKK costume in Medieval-style dress that show the concept and spirituality of white-
supremacy in an archaic way as an implication of the modern racism, which is not visible and does not 
exist only between black and white but spread among all the races, staged in a modern house. 

DECEMBER: UMMAN TURKOGLU - LIVING IN NY 
 

WRITER’S STUDIO 
PRIMER: A Memoir - Joss Lake 
A different story is installed each day as one page on The Hollows townhouse facade at 2pm. 
Reception: NOV 19, 2016  Sat, 4-6pm 
 

Come have tea and coffee with resident writer Joss Lake as he reads a page from 
his memoir, Primer. Guests are invited to journal about their feelings, view 
additional pages on display, and ask questions about the intimate writing process 
that generated Primer.  We’re meeting at the porch!  

Joss Lake is an innovative novelist and non-fiction writer, resident in The Hollows 
Writers’ Studio. In his memoir, Primer, he found himself asking questions that 
could only be answered experientially: How does a person hold anger, or figure 
out what the body wants to be? How do I tell a story about being trans that 
doesn’t borrow tired forms?




